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THE GENITIVE PLURAL ENDING  
IN PROTO-INDO-EUROPEAN AND SLAVIC 
 
Mate Kapović, Zagreb 
 
 
 
 
 
 
1  Introduction1  
The ending of the genitive plural in PIE has been a problem in IE historical 
linguistics for a long time, due to some languages pointing to a short *-om (e.g. 
Lat -um < OLat -om, OIr -v)2 and others to a long *-ōm (e.g. Gr -ων, OInd -ām, 
Lith -u,3 Celtib -um).4 For PIE, the most widespread hypothesis takes the short 
*-om to be the original variant of the ending and the long *-ōm to be a younger 
variant and due to (post-PIE) vowel contraction in o- and eh2-stems (*-o-om > 
*-ōm, *-eh2-om > *-ah2om > *-aom > *-ōm).5 Such a hypothesis is strictly struc-
tural6 and theoretical, with no concrete indications pointing to such a distribu-
tion. I shall try to prove that such indications may well exist in Slavic (to be 
more precise: in Western South Slavic), where the original distribution of the 
old *-ōm in o- and eh2-stems and *-om elsewhere may have been partially pre-

 
1 I would like to thank Matej Šekli for a couple of useful pointers concerning the topic of this paper. 
2 The apparent reflexes of *-om are often explained by some linguists as per some ad hoc shortening 
from *-ōm but that is not convincing. That Latin genpl -um is a reflex of *-om is indicated by accsg 

o-stem -um < OLat -om < PIE *-om as opposed to n-stem nomsg -ō < PIE *-ō(n) (*-ōn need not have 
the same reflex as *-ōm, but one would assume it would be similar). The same goes for Old Irish 
genpl and o-stem accsg -v as opposed to n-stem nomsg -ú/-u < PIE *-ō(n).  
3 According to Stang (1966: 184f.), in Old Prussian one can see both *-om > -an (in swintan) and 
*-ōm > -on, -un, -uan (in grecon, grekun, griquan). 
4 Cf. Olander 2015: 255–265 for the overview of the relevant literature and discussions, especially 
(but not only) from the perspective of Slavic. For reasons of space, I will refrain from repeating here 
the overview provided there. The overview is very useful and informative, except for the fact that it 
almost completely fails to comment on the issues tackled in this paper (he does not note Dybo’s 
theory on the Slavic genpl at all, for example). Olander (2015: 262, 264f.) believes that Slavic -ъ is 
to be derived from an analogical PIE *-om (taken from consonant and i-/u-stems) and follows John-
son and Kortlandt (for my critique of which cf. Kapović 2019: 94‒97) for in their explanation of the 
Štokavian genpl -ā. Moreover, the Slovene genpl -á gets no mention. 
5 Cf. the overview in Olander 2015: 256. 
6 Long endings in o- and eh2-stems are mostly due to vowel contractions as, e.g., in the case of the 
o-stem datsg *-o-oi  > *-ōi . 
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served. This will be discussed in light of a new theory on the reflection of long 
vowels in final open syllables in Slavic. 
OCS -ъ (which yielded -v, as final yers mostly do, in most Slavic languages/
dialects) has often been taken as one of the most secure reflexes of the short 
variant *-om.7 However, the hypothesis of an old long Slavic *-ъ (usually brought 
about in connection to the aberrant Štokavian ending -ā),8 which is apparently 
to be derived from PIE *-ōm (and related to Lith -u), has also been around for a 
long time.9 But many linguists are reluctant to even consider such a hypothesis, 
due to the perceived nature of Slavic yers (*ъ and *ь) in general. Thus, we shall 
first discuss the nature of Slavic yers. 
 
2  The phonetic nature of yers 
We do not know exactly what *ъ and *ь were phonetically. What we do know, 
however, is that they did not simply represent a plain short *i and a plain short 
*u (which were their most common original source) because in Glagolitic (and 
Cyrillic) script there were special letters for them, different from the ones used 
for i and u10 (originally of long and/or diphthongal origin). We also know that 
yers were later lost in almost all Slavic languages/dialects in weak positions (i.e. 
when they were not followed by another yer in the next syllable), while they got 
“vocalized” (i.e. yielded some other vowel) in strong positions (i.e. when fol-
lowed by another yer in the next syllable as in, e.g., *dьnь ‘day’, where the first 
syllable was strong and the second weak). However, the point of them disap-
pearing in weak positions (including the final position) is usually taken further, 
leading to their traditional interpretation as “super-short”, “reduced” (or the like) 
vowels.11 Considering the fact that even regular high vowels ([i] and [u]) are 
typologically very prone to being lost,12 there is no need to assume that *ь and 
*ъ were somehow extraordinarily short or specially reduced in the sense that 
they could never be long – except in the sense that centralization, acoustically 
somewhat similar to the schwa-like pronunciation, can be perceived as a reduc-

 
7 Cf. again Olander 2015: 256. One of the sources of final -ъ in Slavic is definitely *-om, as in the 
accsg of o-stems and 1sg of aorist. 
8 Cf. e.g. Brozović/Ivić 1988: 24. 
9 Cf. e.g. recently Dybo 2000: 21, 38. 
10 Reflected as [i] and [u] in most Slavic languages/dialects. 
11 Cf. the indicative BCMS term poluglas (literally ‘a half-sound’) for yers. 
12 For instance, unstressed i and u are lost in many Neo-Štokavian dialects (e.g. lìsca instead of lìsica 
‘fox’), in colloquial/dialectal Slovene (e.g. in Ljubljana), in Modern North Greek (e.g. the final vowel 
of Thessaloníki is not pronounced), in Japanese in non-voiced conditions under low tone (e.g. the 
final vowel in desu ‘am/are/is’ or the medial vowel in deshita ‘was/were’ are usually not pronounced), 
in Québec French, etc. 
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tion. However, they were reduced in the sense that syllables with yers did not 
count as full syllables in a number of prosodic changes (see below).  
As concerns their historical origin, it is true that there was a shift from quantita-
tive to qualitative oppositions in Slavic, where the old quantitative oppositions 
of *i – *ī, *u – *ū were transformed into *ь – *i, *ъ – *y, just like *e – *ē, *a – *ā 
changed to *e – *ě, *o – *a. However, the fact that *ь, *ъ, *e, *o were originally 
short by nature does not mean that there could be no special circumstance under 
which they could be long. Beside this possibility that would have existed in the 
genitive plural of o- and ā-stems compare also the diphthongs *ьr, *ьl, *ъr, *ъl, 
*er, *el, *or, *ol, where the otherwise short nuclei had the possibility of bearing 
long prosodemes (which was not possible except in diphthongs),13 e.g. *bь̋rdo 
‘hill’, *dъlgъ ‘debt’, *tьrnъ ‘thorn’, etc.14 
While central and slightly centralized vowels (like [ə] or [ɪ] and [ʊ]) may indeed 
often be (only) short in languages,15 they can also be long as well.16 As concerns 
the exact phonetic nature of both yers one can only speculate. Considering the 
different reflexes in different Slavic areas, it is probable that their articulatory 
nature differed from language to language. Yers (*ь and *ъ) must have remained 
front and back in East Slavic (probably something like [ɪ] and [ʊ]), where they 
yielded e and o respectively when strong, while they were certainly centralized 
in Western South Slavic,17 where they originally yielded ə (still preserved as [ə] 
in some dialects18), which is the area of particular interest for the topic of this 
study. In Western South Slavic, considering ə as the final old outcome (which 
later mostly yielded a in Štokavian/Čakavian and originally mostly resulted in a 

 
13 While resonants can obviously be accented in diphthongs like these (as in Lith var nas ‘crow’), 
that does not change much. 
14 Cf. here the unorthodox Moscow Accentological School reconstruction *jьmę ‘name’ and *jьgo 
‘yoke’ with a fixed stress (Dybo/Zamjatina/Nikolaev 1990: 31), which “should have the old acute 
on yers”, i.e. older *ь̋mę and *jь̋go, supposedly going back to PIE *h3h3mn- and related to Lith 
jùngas respectively [the transcription of the forms has been slightly modified here]. These potential 
(pre-)forms are interesting in view of discussing the possibility of a long *-ъ in genpl in Slavic. 
15 As e.g. [ɪ] and [ʊ] are in Germanic languages (as opposed to the long [iː] and [uː]) and as schwa 
is short only in some languages (e.g. in Standard Slovene). 
16 E.g. the centralized [ɵ] can be phonetically long in Susak Čakavian (as in [|mɵːre] ‘(s)he can’ – 
my data) and some Kajkavian dialects also exhibit long centralized vowels like zʉb ‘tooth’, dɵ͂jti ‘to 
come’, etc. Cf. also the long schwa in British English as in burn [|bəːn] – though traditionally and often 
(artificially – in order to use separate symbols for short and long segments, like with [iː] and [ɪ]) written 
as if phonetically more open (as [ɜː]). Likewise, English long /uː/ is also phonetically centralized (mov-
ing the pronunciation to [u̟ː]) – more so in British English but also in American English.  
17 Western South Slavic encompasses what is traditionally called Slovene, Kajkavian, Čakavian and 
Štokavian dialects. 
18 Cf. [ə] in short syllables in Standard Slovene, in Prigorje Kajkavian, and in Boka Kotorska (Mon-
tenegro) Old Štokavian. 
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closed ẹ [e] in Kajkavian), *ь must originally have been something like [ɨ] > [ɘ] 
and *ъ must have been something like [ʉ] > [ɵ], probably merging early and 
ending up as [ə] in both cases. Thus if one assumed an original long *-ъ (going 
back to PIE *-ōm), that would naturally yield a long *-ə in Western South Slavic, 
which is hardly something that could be considered typologically peculiar. 
 
3  The long genitive plural *-ъ 
We first have to consider why one should reconstruct *-ъ instead of *-ъ in the 
genitive plural at all. There are four basic reasons for that: 
1) If PIE *-om yields *-ъ (as in the accsg of o-stems), it is not impossible that 
(post-)PIE *-ōm (that yielded Lith -u) would result in *-ъ; 
2) The lengthening of the short root vowel in the genpl of o- and ā-stems in (some 
areas of) Slavic – most obvious in Western South Slavic (cf. Štok genpl krȃvā 
‘cows’ – žénā ‘women’ – vódā ‘waters’);  
3) The Štokavian19 genpl ending -ā < -ã (e.g. vódā < vōdã ‘waters’)20 and Sln -á 
(e.g. vodá ‘waters’21), which have the same accent, are the expected reflex of *-ъ22 
and are in accordance with Lith -u; 
4) In the genitive plural, Old Serbian Cyrillic texts exhibit -ьь. 
Thus, the supposed *-ъ is almost directly attested in Old Serbian Cyrillic texts 
from the 14th century as -ьь23 (though this probably represented the Western 

 
19 The ending is typical for Neo-Štokavian (see below for the remnants of the zero ending) and Old 
Štokavian alike – cf. e.g. Brozović/Ivić 1988: 64f. for Zeta-Sandžak (where it often surfaces as -ǣ, 
with a special reflex of the old *ə) and Kosovo-Resava dialects and Brozović 2007: 117, 121 for 
Fojnica Valley East Bosnian. The only (partial) exception is the Croatian Slavonian Old Štokavian 
dialect. In Posavina (Ivšić 1913, I: 213, 225, 241, 252f., II: 15, 27), a minority of local dialects have 
the ending -v only (this is the case predominantly in the most Western dialects like Siče, that are 
closest to the old border with Kajkavian and share some isoglosses with it, but also in the eastern 
part of Posavina), while most dialects do have -ā (usually with some relic zero-grade forms, just like 
in most Štokavian dialects in general). Cf., e.g., in Slobodnica (Ivšić 1913/II: 15) osamdesẽt glãv 
kōzã ‘eighty heads of sheep’ with both glãv with -v and kōzã with -ā. The ending -ā is widespread 
in Posavina (cf. Brozović/Ivić 1988: 75) and cannot be simply dismissed with as a necessarily later, 
secondary influence due to contact with (Neo-)Štokavian as it sometimes seems to be implicitly taken 
as given. Cf. from the westernmost Posavina dialects with a generalized -v for example Orubica 
genpl mlȃk ‘puddles’ (A), sõv ‘owls’ (B), lõz ‘vines’ (C), and Davor čȃš ‘glasses’ (A), zmĩj ‘snakes’ 
(B), nõg ‘legs’, metãl ‘brooms’ (C), etc. (my data). 
20 In some Montenegrin dialects, one finds final -ǣ (with the open e being the reflex of the old *ə), 
often with a secondary -h (> -g > -k) by analogy to the adjectival endings (cf. the discussion in 
Kapović 2019: 97). 
21 A variant of genpl vó d. The ending -á is a characteristic of the “western dialects” of Slovene (Go-
renjsko, Notranjsko, Goriško) according to Ramovš (1952: 60). 
22 The lengthened yer yields ā in both Štokavian and Standard Slovene, cf. e.g. dȃn ‘day’ < *dь̏nь 
(with a regular lengthening of the syllable in the nomsg of a. p. c in Western South Slavic, cf. now 
Kapović 2019: 101‒108).  
23 Cf. Daničić 1874: 70, 77, 81, Brozović/Ivić 1988: 24. 
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South Slavic [-ə̄] as a later stage of the development of yers). This *-ъ can easily 
be traced to PIE *-ōm (already attested in Balto-Slavic through its Baltic branch) 
if one discards the prejudice on the nature of yers.24 A long ending *-ъ, which 
appears only in this position and disappears at least under some conditions, 
would be the simplest solution for the general lengthening of the short root vowel 
in the genpl of o- and ā-stems in all accentual paradigms25 (e.g. genpl *žènъ > 
Štok žénā, dialectal Štok/Čak/Kajk žẽn, Sln žén through the influence of the final 
long yer), which are otherwise difficult to account for.26 The long final *-ъ can 
also regularly (and via the accepted sound laws known from other conditioning 
environments) yield Štok -ā (dialectal -ã under stress) and Sln -á, which are in 
total historical accordance as phonological reflexes of the old yer and display 
the same expected accent. The long *-ъ, then, would most elegantly explain these 
two rather peculiar endings, which are otherwise very difficult to account for.27  
We shall now take a closer look at the first of the three points enumerated above.28 
In English, the long (stressed) schwa only appears under very specific condi-
tions, i.e. before a non-final original /r/, regardless of whether it is still pro-
nounced (as in rhotic dialects) or not (as is the case in non-rhotic dialects). Other-
wise /ə/ is always short (and unstressed) in English. Somewhat similar to this 
(but in a morphonological, not strictly phonological, manner), Slavic *ъ (which 
was originally phonetically close and eventually identical to schwa in Western 
South Slavic) seems to have had a marginal (but morphonological, not phono-
logical) position, too: it appeared only in the genpl of o- and ā-stems (from the 
long post-PIE *-ōm), otherwise *ъ was always short. Thus, *ъ (and *ь after 
“soft” consonants) had a marginal position – it appeared only in final syllable 
and only in one ending (excluding yer-diphthongs). Otherwise, *ъ and *ь were 
always short. This is simply the result of the historical processes that lead to the 
emergence of *ь and *ъ. In non-final position, they regularly developed from 
short *i and *u respectively.29 In final position, original *i and *u develop in the 

 
24 An interpretation according to which the ending would be considered to have been long (*-ъ) but 
that this length was somehow secondary (i.e. taken over from the i-stems) looks impossible. If the 
original ending was in fact a short *-ъ, it is very difficult to imagine the citrcumstances under which 
that it could somehow be lengthened secondarily. The length of the final yer in the genpl is either 
original or is not there at all. 
25 Cf. Dybo 2000: 21. The symbols for the reconstructed/original (Proto-/Common) Slavic accentual 
paradigms are in lower-case italics (a, b, c) and the symbols for later synchronic accentual paradigms 
in individual Slavic dialects/languages are in upper case (A, B, C). 
26 For a critique of Kortlandt’s unconvincing retractional hypothesis on these root lengthenings see 
Kapović 2019: 92f. 
27 It should be pointed out that, for reasons of space, we cannot provide a critique of all other hy-
potheses concerning these problems. For a critique of Kortlandt’s and Stankiewicz’s hypotheses of 
Štokavian and the Slovene genpl ending in -ā as being secondary see Kapović 2019: 94‒97. 
28 Cf. also Kapović 2019: 92‒100 for some further minor details not mentioned in this article. 
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same manner, cf. the i-stem nomsg *-is > -ь, accsg *-im > -ь and u-stem nomsg 

*-us > -ъ, accsg *-um > -ъ. Likewise, secondary *i and *u also behave the same 
way. Cf. the consonant-stem accsg *-m > Balto-Slavic *-im > Slavic -ь and final 
*-os and *-om (in a number of endings: o-stem nomsg, o-stem datpl and athematic 
genpl, aorist 1sg respectively) > *-us,30 *-um > -ъ. Thus, yers are mostly short 
because they stem from originally short vowels. 2930 
As already said, if *-om > *-ъ (and this is an established and generally accepted 
sound law), then it should not appear strange that *-ōm yielded *-ъ. The o- and 
the ā-stem genpl ending *-ъ is the only reflex of final PIE *-ōm in Slavic.31 While 
one may in theory doubt such a development, there is in fact no evidence that 
would suggest that PIE *-ōm yielded something different in Slavic. There are, of 
course, other PIE forms that had a final *-ōm (cf. PIE *dō(m) ‘home’ or *dhegjhō(m) 
‘earth’),32 but those do not have a direct reflex in Slavic. However, there are 
some similar PIE endings that are reflected in Slavic and which should be taken 
into account in this regard. Primarily, Slavic 1sg present ending -ǫ is derived 
from what would – in PIE terms – be a secondary *-oh2-m (the regular thematic 
ending *-oh2 plus the “secondary”/aorist ending *-m). For the theory that PIE 
*-o-om, *-eh2-om > post-PIE *-ōm yields Slavic *-ъ it may seem problematic 
that *-oh2-m (which is basically the same as *-ōm, except for the laryngealist 
origin of the length in the first form) yields -ǫ, which synchronically is phone-
mically the same ending as the accsg of feminine ā-stems *-eh2m > Slavic -ǫ 
(which is, incidentally, non-acute since the laryngeal was lost early due to 
Stang’s Law33). But as it turns out this is not problematic at all. Obviously, the 
genpl *-ōm is not acute (cf. Lith genpl -u and OŠtok -ã) while *-oh2-m is (cf. Lith 
1sg -ù, -úosi), though that is not really a crucial difference. The -ù in Lithuanian 
indicates that the original PIE ending *-oh2 was preserved in Proto-Balto-Slavic 
and that the specifically Slavic addition of *-m must be a later process. The origi-
nal genpl *-ōm must have already been some kind of *-ūm at the time of the 
seconddary addition of *-m to the 1sg present *-ō. The new 1sg present ending 
*-ōm later coalesced with the ā-stem accsg *-ām to yield Slavic -ǫ, remaining 
intrinsically different from *-ōm > *-ūm > *-ъ throughout these processes. On the 
other hand, PIE *-ō(n) (which would be expected to develop similarly, if not 
identically, to *-ōm) in the nominative singular of n-stems seems not to be re-

 
29 Non-final -ъ- may have developed in some case from PIE *m, cf. PIE *kjmtom ‘hundred’ > OCS sъto. 
30 The development of old *-os is somewhat controversial and not all linguists believe that *-os yields 
-ъ by a regular sound law. However, Latv datpl -ms < *-mas (an original *-mus would remain in Latvian), 
OPruss pronominal datpl -mas and the parallelism of datpl *-mos and *-bhos would point to *-os > -ъ (in 
that case, s-stem nom/accsg *-os > -o in Slavic would have to be analogical to pronominal *-od). 
31 Cf. also the Slavic o-stem instrpl -y, which is the only reflex of a PIE *-ōi ̯s. 
32 Cf. e.g. Kapović 2017b: 77. 
33 Cf. Stang 1966: 199, Kapović 2017b: 70. 
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flected directly in Slavic, since the Slavic n-stems nomsg -y is to be derived from 
*-ōn-s, with a secondary nominative *-s borrowed from other declensions.34 It is 
therefore understandable that the nomsg -y of Slavic n-stems features the same 
ending as PIE o-stem accpl *-ons > Slavic -y and the reflex of the PIE present 
participle *-ōnts, which gives Slavic -y. All in all, there seem to be no major issues 
in the interpretation of the genpl *-ъ as the regular reflex of (post-)PIE *-ōm. 
As already said, the lengthening of the short (and shortened)35 vowels that occurs 
in the genpl of o- and ā-stems in Slavic (best attested in Western South Slavic, the 
situation in West Slavic being significantly less clear)36 is historically most easily 
accounted for as the result of lengthening caused by the long final *-ъ in some 
(South and West) Slavic dialects (as opposed to the short final *-ъ/ь, which did 
not cause such lengthening37). The process of lengthening is most easily ob-
served in Štokavian (and Čakavian) dialects that preserve posttonic length: 
  nomsg    genpl 

a. p. A   svȁt     svȃtā ‘wedding guests’ 
  kȁmēn (gensg kȁmena) ‘stone’  kȁmēnā 
  jèzik (< jezȉk) ‘tongue’  jȅzīkā (< jezȋk)38 
  ļȅto ‘summer’   ļȇtā  
  kòrito (< korȉto) ‘trough’  kȍrītā (< korȋt) 
  krȁva ‘cow’   krȃvā 
  jȁgoda ‘strawberry’   jȁgōdā 
  lòpata (< lopȁta) ‘shovel’  lȍpātā (< lopȃt)39 

 
34 Cf. e.g. Kapović 2017b: 76. 
35 The reflexes of the old acute are short in Western South Slavic and West Slavic (except for Czech). 
36 In Old Czech, lengthening can be seen in a few short stems as in, e.g., genpl nóh ‘legs’, but this is 
hardly informative given that the latter can be derived from both *nògъ and *nõgъ and the length could 
also be due to the final voiced segments (cf. Kapović 2017: 397f.). In modern Czech, another kind 
of alternation is well attested – the one in a. p. a forms, where one originally finds a short vowel in 
the genitive plural (e.g., genpl krav ‘cows’), itself stemming from the neo-circumflex due to the final 
*-ъ (*kôrvъ < *kőrvъ) as opposed to the long reflexes of the old acute in other forms (Czech kráva < 
*kőrva). Thus Czech kráva – genpl krav is a perfect cognate of Slovene kráva – genpl krȃv, Kajk/Čak 
krȁva – genpl krȁva – genpl krȃv and Neo-Štokavian krȁva – genpl krȃvā. The neo-circumflex here 
(originating in the lengthening process due to the shortening of the old final *-ъ) is shortened in 
Czech, just like the old circumflex is (for which cf. Czech hrad ‘castle’ ~ Slovene, Kajk, Čak, Štok 
grȃd ‘city’). Other reflexes of the contractional neo-circumflex in Czech are long (e.g., znáš ‘you 
know’ and female definite adjectival forms in -á) and this is either because contractional length was 
originally superlong (cf. a similar case in Kajkavian, where only contractional length caused the 
neo-acute lengthening in the type nõvi ‘new’ – Kapović 2015: 380), perhaps analogical in some forms 
(cf. dáš ‘you give’, where the length is not of a neo-circumflex origin, the or definitive adjective 
masculine ending -ý < *-ъjь , neuter -é < *-oje), or, which is perhaps the most likely alternative (cf. 
Kapović 2020: 397–398, 400), because contractional neo-circumflex length was younger and thus 
had a different reflex than the neo-circumflex in the genitive plural (and the old circumflex). Slovak 
has generalized the length in the genpl of all forms (e.g., genpl báb ‘old women’, ôs ‘wasps’, vôd ‘wa-
ters’). The length in a. p. a (like, for instance, kráv ‘cows’) must be secondary (cf. the brevity in Czech 
krav above), while the lengthening in a. p. b (like ôs) and c (like vôd) is inconclusive, just like in Old 
Czech, since one would expect it to develop from both short (*`) and (lengthened) long neo-acute (*˜). 
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a. p. B  kȍń ‘horse’373839   kóńā (< kōńã40) 
  žìvot (< živȍt) ‘life’   živótā (< živōtã) 
  žèna (< ženȁ) ‘woman’  žénā (< žēnã) 
a. p. C  rȏg (gensg rȍga) ‘horn’  rógā (< rōgã) 
  gȍvōr (gensg gȍvora) ‘speech’  govórā (< govōrã) 
  vòda (< vodȁ) ‘water’   vódā (< vōdã) 
  sramòta (< sramotȁ) ‘shame’  sramótā (< sramōtã) 

The explanation that the lengthening in the genpl is caused by the original long 
final *-ъ (-ā has been almost fully generalized later in most Štokavian dialects) 
has the advantage that it explains phonetically and regularly the reflexes in all 
three accentual paradigms. Cf. the lack of lengthening in i-stems (where there 
was no final long yer but a sequence *-ьjь), as, e.g., in Štokavian: 
  nomsg    genpl 

a. p. A   smȑt ‘death’   smȑtī 
a. p. C  kȏst (gensg kȍsti) ‘bone’  kòstī (< kostĩ) 
  kȍkōš (gensg kȍkoši) ‘hen’  kokòšī (< kokošĩ) 
Lengthening is also absent before the original genitive dual ending -ū, cf. Štok 
nòga (< nogȁ) ‘leg’ – genpl nȍgū (also rarer nógā < nōgã). Thus it is obvious 
that the lengthening is a feature only of the genitive plural of o- and ā-stems, 
which is to say that it only occurs before the old final *-ъ. It should be noted that 
what we suppose here is not a process of compensatory lengthening at the time 
of the loss of final (long) yers but rather one of lengthening before the loss of 
final yers (i.e. *ry̋bъ41 > *rŷbъ > rȋb ‘fish’). Compensatory lengthening at the 
time of the loss of final (long) yers would be a simpler solution for the process 
itself, and this is not altogether impossible, but it would at the same time probably 
entail more analogical readjustments at a later point in order to get the attested 
results (see below). Phonetically, the *ry̋bъ > *rŷbъ lengthening (prior to the 
loss of final yers) could be interpreted as a transfer of length from an unstable 
long ending (the only long *-ъ in the system, by the way), which was prone to 
disappearance and was perhaps already subjected to loss (facultatively at least) 
whenever it was unstressed. 

 
37 There were some exceptions under specific conditions when the lengthening occurred in the time 
of the loss of the final short yers – cf. e.g. the lengthening in Western South Slavic in “unaccented” 
words like Štokavian bȏg ‘god’, kȍkōt ‘rooster’ (cf. Kapović 2019: 100‒108) or in Brač/Hvar/Vis 
Čakavian before a voiced obstruent, e.g. dȋd ‘grandfather’ as opposed to Štokavian djȅd (cf. Kapović 
2015: 584–587). 
38 The accent is regularly retracted in Štokavian and Southern Čakavian (cf. Kapović 2015: 349–354 
and especially Kapović 2020). 
39 The same retraction, seen in Štokavian and Southern Čakavian, can be seen in a few Bulgarian 
forms, e.g. in genpl гóдинъ ‘years’ from годúнa (Stang 1957: 25), which would point to the early 
existence of the neo-circumflex in a. p. a in South-East South Slavic.  
40 This and the like forms (with -ã) appear, for example, in Old Štokavian in Posavina (Croatia) – 
cf. Ivšić 1913, I: 225, 252f., II: 27.  
41 Here we preserve the sign *  ̋ for the shortened old acute. 
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4   The original distribution of the genitive plural variant endings 
in Štokavian and Slovene 

The other advantage of the long final yer theory is, as already said, that it ex-
plains not only the lengthening in the genitive plural but also successfully ac-
counts for the otherwise aberrant endings -ā (< -ã) in Štok o- and ā-stems and -á 
in Sln ā-stems, which are otherwise very difficult to explain. It is not at all likely, 
however, that a long *-ъ directly yielded -ā in all cases. Firstly, although it was 
long it was still a yer and since short final yers were almost always lost it is not 
likely that their long versions were preserved in all conditions. Secondly, and 
more importantly, we do not in fact find -ā in all cases in Štokavian and Slovene. 
Štokavian dialects often preserve42 some archaic genpl forms with a zero ending 
mostly in synchronic a. p. A or B, though the majority of forms have the ending 
-ā, while in Standard Slovene only synchronic a. p. C (mobile) ā-stems can have 
a facultative genpl -á ending.  
For the genpl -v ending in Štokavian dialects see Rešetar (2010: 224f.), who 
mentions gȍdīn ‘years’ (Prčanj), stȍtīn ‘hundreds’ (Dubrovnik), grȏš ‘groats’ (Gra-
dačac, Maglaj, Kreševo), vȍlōv ‘oxen’ (Tolisa), smúđēv ‘perches’ (Piljenice) etc. 
From Konavle (Kašić 1995: 317) cf. trȉsta dȕkāt ‘three hundred ducats’, šès 
tovār ‘six donkeys’ (masculine o-stems), sedandèsēt ȉļād ‘seven hundred thou-
sand’, đèvojāk ‘girls’, òd Pīl ‘of Pȉle’ (a part of Dubrovnik) (ā-stems), from Du-
brovnik (Budmani 1883: 171) šès tisūć ‘six thousands’, from Imotska krajina 
and Bekija (Šimundić 1971: 88, 106) pé dān ‘five days’, dȅve nȅdīļ ‘nine weeks’, 
stó dinār ‘one hundred dinars’, from Sarajevo (Šurmin 1895: 200) pȇt gȍdīn 
‘five years’ (cf. also Milas 1903: 64 for Mostar), from Vareš (Brozović 2007: 
117) tȉkāv ‘pumpkins’ and so on. As can be seen from such examples, the zero 
ending (-v) most often – though not exclusively – appears after numbers and 
with words that denote some kind of measure. Almost all of the words belong 
to the synchronic a. p. A – the only exceptions are vȍlōv and smúđēv, which are 
“long” plurals of a. p. B nouns and genpl dān (a. p. C).43 
In Standard Slovene, the facultative ending -á44 appears as a variant in a syn-
chronically mobile accentual paradigm (a. p. C, i.e., the one with datpl -ȁm, locpl 
-ȁh, instrpl -ȃmi etc.) within ā-stems,45 mostly words with monosyllabic (and 
historically short vowel) roots. Toporišič (2004: 291) adduces the following ex-
amples: genpl gorá ‘mountains’, mejá ‘borders’, ovcá ‘sheep’, petá ‘heels’,46 solzá 

 
42 Or used to preserve. 
43 In older texts (until the end of 16th century), Daničić (1874: 68) notes zub ‘teeth’, moždan ‘brains’, 
oblak ‘clouds’ (all a. p. C), but these are difficult to evaluate without the context. 
44 The variant -ȃ is younger (cf. Breznik 1924: 76) and due to analogy to the nom/accpl -ȇ.  
45 Unlike Štokavian, where -ā appears in both ā- and o-stems (both masculine and neuter), Slovene 
has this phenomenon in ā-stems only, while Slovene o-stems always have the zero ending. 
46 This is the only word with the originally long-vowel root (*pęta ). 
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‘tears’, vodá ‘waters’, zemljá ‘lands’, željá ‘wishes’ (originally a. p. c), žená 
‘women’, kozá ‘goats’, osá ‘wasps’, sestrá ‘sisters’ (originally a. p. b), (stylistic) 
cerkvá ‘churches’, deželá ‘countries’. Breznik (1924: 76) adds the following 
items to the list: nomsg téta ‘aunt’, métla ‘broom’, nóga ‘leg’, kosa ‘scythe’, 
hudóba ‘wickedness’, mekóta ‘softness’, all with the same accentual type as that 
of góra, although he does not explicitly mention if all of these instances have 
both the gór and the gorá type genitive plural. 
According to Oblak (1890: 439), the ending -á is attested only from the 17th century 
on, but Ramovš (1952: 60) lists HkletuaI as the oldest example in Primož Trubar’s 
Ta celi psalter Dauidou, dating back to 1566. He also lists a genpl HsolsaI, HshlushbaI, 
HsheliaI, HvoiskaI, attested in the works of Adam Skalar (died 1658), HsheliáI, HvodáI 
(Jernej Basar, 1683–1738) and HleshâI, HplohâI, HgorrâI (Jurij Japelj, 1744–1807). 
The ending -á in Slovene seems to appear only in those Slovene dialects that have 
ā as the general reflex of the old *ъ/ь and more rarely in the Slovene dialects with 
the e-type reflex of long yers. This is probably not accidental – the reason why 
these dialects do not have an e-type reflex of the old long yer in the genitive plural 
must lie in the fact that the genitive plural ending would coalesce with the genitive 
singular (cf. gensg -é in Standard Slovene47). This potential syncretism must have 
played a role in the generalization of the v-ending variant in these dialects.48  
Ivić (Brozović/Ivić 1988: 24) is on the right track when stating that (my translation): 

It seems that the long final yer is preserved here [in Štokavian, M. K.] in some positions, while 
in other dialect groups it was regularly shortened and lost. This ending in Štokavian has then 
spread from its original position to others. The details of this process are still unknown. 

Let us try to present a scenario on the original development of *-ъ and its later 
spread and generalization. One should then be able to see clearly where exactly 
the preservation of *-ъ is expected (assuming *-ъ > *-ə > -ā) and how this end-
ing later spread to other positions. 
What one a priori expects is that *-ъ would be preserved under stress. Since 
there is no need to suppose that final yers ever became stressed via Dybo’s law 
(*kõrljь ‘king’ was never **korljь )49 and since the accent in a. p. b does not 
seem to shift to those endings that remain long (one gets Štok/Čak nompl sȅlā 
‘villages’ in some dialects but selȁ in others), it seems best to assume that genpl 
*-ъ was accented only in a. p. c (*-ъ),50 where this was also the original accent 

 
47 Cf. the for the most part matching reflexes of old *ę and *ə in some Slovene dialects (Šekli 2018: 
325, 342, 345, 348). 
48 Ramovš (1952: 60) does cite the forms in -é (genpl vodé, goré, sodbé) in one part of Benečija 
(Tersko and Nadiško dialects) and in the upper Soča (Obsoško) dialect, but there the expected reflex 
of old *ə is ā, not ē (cf. Šekli 2018: 349). It is very likely that this innovative -é is a transformation 
of the original genpl *-á with a secondary vocalism that arose under the influence of the nom-accpl 
and perhaps the gensg (somewhat similar to what Ramovš proposes). However, more data is needed 
to properly asses this problem. 
49 Cf. Kapović 2015: 57f. 
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position as inherited from Proto-Balto-Slavic (cf. Lith -u). This is in accordance 
with the -á ending in Slovene today, which occurs only in the synchronically 
mobile accentual paradigm, and with the fact that the remnant ending -v in most 
Štokavian dialects is found almost exclusively in the synchronic a. p. A/B.50 
The question then remains whether *-ъ in the genpl of a. p. c nouns always yielded 
*-ə͂ or whether this was actually only the case in some instances. To account for 
the original -ã in both the genpl vōdã ‘waters’ and sramōtã ‘shame’ types, it 
would be easiest to assume that *-ъ was always preserved. However, this would 
create additional problems. First of all, if one reconstructed an original genpl *vodə͂ 
or *sramotə͂, the long stem-vowel in vōdã, sramōtã (> vódā, sramótā) would 
have to be secondary in all a. p. c stems (because originally there is no length 
before a long neo-acute)51 and analogical to original a. p. b genpl forms like *žẽn 
‘women’, where there was no *-ə͂ but the short root vowel was lengthened. This 
is not entirely impossible of course, but it is much more problematic and requires 
a number of analogical changes. An even bigger problem would be, however, 
that the original genpl *vodə͂ and *sramotə͂ should demand the preservation of 
the old length in final open syllables in both di- and trisyllables, which is other-
wise not the case – in other such forms it seems that the length was originally 
preserved only in tri- and polysyllables (more than three syllables), while it was 
regularly shortened in disyllabic forms. 
The development of length in final open syllables (in both accented and unac-
cented positions) is an old problem. In some Slavic dialects/languages we find 
short reflexes while other systems exhibit long reflexes in one and the same 
ending – e.g., neuter nompl short -a in Czech, Standard Neo-Štokavian and some 
Čakavian dialects but long -ā in Slovak, Posavina Old Štokavian, other Čaka-
vian dialects and originally in Kajkavian/Slovene (as seen indirectly by length-
ening in a. p. a and b). As Dybo (2000: 37) rightly notes, the long reflexes are 
seen mostly in those endings that are accented and belong to the a. p. c. This 
does not mean, of course, that one finds long reflexes in the a. p. c only in lan-
guages with a free stress – nompl -ā can be long not only when stressed in a. p. 
c but also in a. p. a and b. In the theoretic framework of the Moscow Accento-
logical School one would describe this as the preservation of length in final open 
syllables in dominant (originally high tone) endings/syllables.52 Long final genpl 
*-ъ in o- and ā-stems was also originally long and dominant, but that was really 
a special case because yers had a tendency of disappearing (being long or not) 

 
50 Matasović (2008: 186) speculates, on the basis of earliest attestations (though they are not actually 
reliable), that -ā is the original reflex in both a. p. B and C. In that case, however, it would be almost 
impossible to explain the length in žénā (B), vódā (C) because they would have to be analogical in 
all B- and C-forms (length would originally be regularly shortened before a final *-ã), most likely 
due to the analogy with krȃvā (A), which would be strange because of the different accentuation.  
51 Cf. Kapović 2015: 498–501. 
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so they seem to have been preserved only when accented in trisyllabic forms in 
some (Štokavian and Slovene) dialects. However, since one finds both short and 
long reflexes in old dominant endings, it is clear that in dominant endings length 
was not preserved under all conditions. According to Kapović (2015: 526–531), 
length in final open syllables (accented or not) was originally preserved only in 
tri- and polysyllables (those comprising of more than three syllables), while it 
was shortened in disyllabic forms.53 The development of length in final open 
syllables can be shortly illustrated by the following forms:5253 

 instrpl masc. nom/accpl neut. 
originally54 *ča̋sȳ ‘moments’ – *sǫsědȳ ‘neighbors’ 

*zǫbỹ ‘teeth’ – *govorỹ ‘talks’ 
*bь̋rdā ‘hills’ – *kopy̋tā ‘hoofs’ 
*zvona̋ ‘bells’ – *nebesa̋ ‘heavens’ 

after disyllabic short-
ening/trisyllabic pre-
servation of length55 

*ča ̋sy – *sǫsědȳ 
*zǫby̋ – *govorỹ  

*bь̋rdă – *kopy̋tā 
*zvona ̋ – *nebesã 

after dialectal gen-
eralizations56 

čȁsı  – susȅdı & čȁsī – susȅdī 
zūbȉ – govorȉ & zubĩ – govorĩ 

bȑdă – kopȉtă & bȑdā – kopȉtā 
zvonȁ – nebesȁ & zvonã – nebesã 

 
Thus, originally one found length in both accented and unaccented final open 
syllables, which is where it was also etymologically expected. At the time of the 
shortening of final open syllables all recessive (phonetically low) final open syl-
lables were shortened in most Slavic dialects. However, in dominant (phoneti-
cally high) final open syllables the length was preserved in trisyllables but shortened 
in disyllables (somewhat akin to iambic shortening in Latin57). In accented final 

 
52 If one does not want to operate with the originally dominant (high) and recessive (low) morphemes, 
one can suppose an analogy with the stressed long endings in a. p. c. But that approach would require 
a great amount of analogical generalization, which is not always entirely convincing. For example, 
in the nomsg of ā-stems we find reflexes of unaccented *-ā in a. p. a and b in Kajkavian/Slovene but 
there are no traces of the long accented *-ã in a. p. c.! 
53 Dybo (2000: 39f.) hints at the importance of the number of syllables but does not follow the hypo-
thesis through. My theory is slightly different than the one of the Moscow Accentological School. 
Dybo (2000: 41, repeated from Dybo/Zamjatina/Nikolaev 1993: 24) makes the generalization that 
old long recessive circumflexes are shortened, the length of the old dominant circumflexes and old 
recessive acutes is maintained, while the length of the dominant acutes is “usually” preserved. In 
my view, while it is true that old long recessive circumflexes are shortened, the length of the old 
recessive acutes is preserved only rarely and sporadically (in some Ukrainian dialects and Old Torlak 
manuscripts, respectively – cf. Kapović 2015: 527), and dominant length is preserved not according 
to the original tone (acute or circumflex/neo-acute) but according to the number of syllables (and 
subsequent generalization of the short/long endings). 
54 Old acute (*  ̋) is still long in final open syllables at this stage. 
55 Old acute (*  ̋) is shortened in final open syllables at this stage (though still written with the same 
symbol here). 
56 (Abstract) Croatian dialects are taken as examples, though any Western South Slavic or West 
Slavic dialect/language preserving distinctive length would serve the purpose. 
57 Interestingly enough, this goes against the general shortening rule in Slavic (for instance when it 
comes to the reflexes of the long circumflex and posttonic length in Western South Slavic or the 
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open syllables, the only two long prosodemes that appeared in that position, the 
old acute (*  ̋) and the old long neo-acute (*˜), merged: in disyllables in a short-
ened *  ̋ and in trisyllables in a long *˜. 58 In later dialects/languages, usually the 
short (from original disyllables) or the long variant (from original trisyllables/poly-
syllables) was generalized. However, traces of the original distribution are pre-
served in some relic forms in certain Western South Slavic dialects – that is to 
say that certain dialects exhibit length (or traces of it) in certain trisyllabic forms 
and shortness (or traces of it) in certain disyllabic forms, which seems to point 
to the original pattern that was later obscured by analogy (by generalization of 
either the short or the long endings, depending on the ending and the dialect). 
For instance, there are Croatian (Čakavian and Old Štokavian) dialects which 
have nompl drvȁ ‘wood’59 but polysyllabic plural forms like nebesã ‘heaven’,60 
Slovene disyllabic l-participles like bíla (< *bılă) ‘hit’ without the neo-circum-
flex but l-participles like nosȋla (< *nosılā) ‘carried’ with the neo-circumflex,61 
Slovene a. p. a ā-stem nouns like kráva ‘cow’ and Kajk krȁva (< *kőrvă) with-
out the neo-circumflex but Slovene/Kajkavian disyllabic derivatives like otȃva 
‘aftermath (second mowing)’ < *ota ̋vā with the neo-circumflex,62 Bednja Kaj-
kavian disyllabic infinitive grȉsti ‘to bite’ (< *gry̋stĭ) without the neo-circumflex 
but prefixed trisyllabic infinitive pregrȇisti ‘to bite through’ (< *pergry̋stī) with 
the neo-circumflex.63 Here one has to note that only the final pair (Bednja grȉsti : 
pregrȇisti) is purely lexical (the opposition appearing in two related words) and 
comes from a single local dialect. The opposition of drvȁ : nebesã (the long -ã 
often tends to appear mostly in trisyllabic forms), however, occurs in many Old 
Štokavian and Čakavian dialects (in various forms), the opposition of bíla : 
nosȋla is typical of many Slovene and Kajkavian dialects (including Standard 

 
reflexes of the old acute in Czech), which can be summarized as “the longer the word, the shorter 
the syllables”. The disyllabic shortening/trisyllabic lengthening was pan-Slavic and older than the men-
tioned (local) processes, and operated under different general tendencies. 
58 Pace Dybo (2000: 39), I do not believe that one can observe any difference between the old *  ̋ 
and *˜ in final open syllables. 
59 This is originally a plural of dȑvo ‘tree’ but often functions as a kind of de facto plurale tantum (or 
collective ‘wood’), which enabled it to preserve the original short ending -ȁ (that is despite the gener-
alization of -ã elsewhere in some dialects). 
60 For concrete dialectal data from Old Štokavian and Čakavian cf. Kapović 2015: 529 fn. 1930. In 
some dialects, drvȁ with -ȁ stands in opposition to trisyllabic forms with -ã, though elsewhere it is 
the only form with a plural -ȁ (in opposition to the otherwise generalized -ã), etc. 
61 For details regarding Slovene and Kajkavian see Kapović 2015: 312–316. 
62 Of course not all case endings are dominant (that is stressed in a. p. c). Trisyllabic nouns like otȃva 
with the medial circumflex in Slovene and Kajkavian are those that generalized the accent from 
cases like the nomsg, which had a dominant ending. In other trisyllabic nouns (like Slovene lopáta 
‘shovel’), it is the accent of the forms with recessive endings that has won out. For details and a full 
list of trisyllabic nouns with different accents see Kapović 2015: 317–325.  
63 For details and references see Kapović 2015: 526–531. 
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Slovene) for most verb classes. The same goes for kráva : otȃva, which is well 
attested across a wide number of ā-stem nouns in Slovene and Kajkavian.  
According to what we have observed so far, one would assume that the same 
process occurred in the case of genpl *-ъ in o- and ā-stems, except that in this 
case – due to the already mentioned special nature of yers (which were prone to 
disappearing altogether) – it took trisyllabic forms and accent for the ending 
itself to be preserved: if genpl *-ъ in o- and ā-stems in Štokavian/Slovene was 
unaccented and appeared in a trisyllabic form it regularly disappeared. By this 
principle one can assume an orginal genpl trisyllabic *sramotə͂, a prepositional 
trisyllabic *od v̮odə͂ ‘of waters’ but a disyllabic *võd.  
To conclude: the non-shortened long stressed yer (originally in trisyllables) re-
mained long and was thus generally preserved, while the shortened stressed yer 
(originally in disyllables) disappeared, just like originally short yers.  
In modern Standard Slovene, -á occurs mostly in ā-stems with monosyllabic 
roots (like genpl gorá – see above) but that could be a later development. In any 
case one would expect -á, at least according to the theory presented here, in 
prepositional forms like z gorá ‘from the mountains’. It is perhaps interesting to 
note that the rare Štokavian a. p. C genpl form with a remnant v-ending (note that 
otherwise -v appears mostly in a. p. A, more rarely in a. p. B) pé dān ‘five day’ 
recorded in Imotska krajina (Šimundić 1971: 88) is actually what one would 
expect according to this theory as well (i.e., -v in a disyllabic form). 
The genpl ending *-ъ� (in o- and ā-stems) must have behaved just like short *-ъ 
in East Slavic (and perhaps some other Slavic areas). There the length was either 
lost early on or was simply treated as an irrelevant feature in its subsequent de-
velopment since both *-ъ and *-ъ behave exactly the same. They did not cause 
any kind of lengthening and they were both lost in weak, including final, position. 
This was not the case everywhere, however. In South Slavic (primarily in Western 
South Slavic) and West Slavic (more precisely in the Czecho-Slovak area) *-ъ 
(as the synchronic ending) lengthened preceding originally short root vowels 
(the situation being much less clear in West Slavic than in South Slavic). As it 
pertains to the ending *-ъ itself, it is always lost in the Slavic North (East and 
West both), which is to say that it behaves just like the short final *-ъ. This is 
probably also true of some Western South Slavic dialects – the whole of Kaj-
kavian and Čakavian, probably some Slovene dialects and perhaps even of some 
(Old) Štokavian ones. In Štokavian and Slovene (at least in some Slovene dia-
lects, incl. the standard), the old long *-ъ is indeed lost in most environments 
but not generally as was the case elsewhere in Slavic. 
As already said, long final *-ъ in o- and ā-stem genpl was originally preserved 
under the accent (which is to say in an a. p. c) in trisyllabic forms in parts of 
Slovene and Štokavian, where it yielded *-ъ (this was regarded as a strong po-
sition in certain dialects), while it was lost in all other positions (i.e., in all disyl-
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labic forms and in trisyllabic forms with a non-final accent). Now, this means that 
quite early on (some variants of) Štokavian and (some variants of) Slovene had 
a complex system of both *-v and *-ъ�in the o- and ā-stem genpl. That is hardly 
a stretch since Standard Slovene still has that kind of system (with regular -v 
and as its facultative variant a stressed -á) as do many Štokavian dialects (with 
regular -ā and rare -v). It thus seems that we could talk of two kinds of dialects 
within Western South Slavic according to their phonetic handling of the long 
final *-ъ: a) ə-dialects (most or even all Štokavian dialects and some Slovene 
dialects) and b) v-dialects (all other dialects). The so-called ə-dialects would be 
those that preserved the long final *-ъ in some positions (when accented in a 
trisyllabic structure), while v-dialects feature a complete disappearance of *-ъ. 
Some dialects that were originally ə-dialects may have become v-dialects later 
by internal development and by generalizing the ending -v (some Slovene dia-
lects are probably of this type), while some v-dialects (probably some Štokavian 
and more rarely and much later some Čakavian marginal dialects) probably be-
came ə-dialects (more precisely ā-dialects because the ending was -ā) at a signi-
ficantly later stage and via language contact (i.e., due to influence of Štokavian 
ə-dialects). Since the reflexes of the genpl ending *-ə are found in Slovene and 
Štokavian, which were not in direct contact, but are not found in Kajkavian and 
Čakavian, which were positioned between Slovene and Štokavian, perhaps one 
should indeed suppose that Kajkavian and Čakavian originally did have the genpl 

ending *-ə�as well but that it was lost early. That is possible but there is no way 
to prove it. Thus, the variant ending *-ə�in those dialects that were originally ə-
dialects perhaps disappeared altogether in some of them, lingered on as remnant 
in others (as in, e.g., Standard Slovene, which has both types of the genpl, viz. 
gorá and gór ‘of the mountains’), while in Štokavian it gradually and eventually 
spread to become the main (and finally the only) ending of the o- and ā-stem 
genpl. If so, Štokavian -ā must be recognized as an archaism – one which later 
spread both internally (becoming the main and finally the only genpl ending) and 
externally (being borrowed by the originally v-ending dialects). 
In what follows, I shall present the probable original reflexes in the genitive 
plural of ə-dialects, taking mostly ā-stems as examples:64 
 

 a. p. A a. p. B a. p. C 
disyllabic *krȃv ‘cows’ *žẽn ‘women’ *võd ‘waters’ 
trisyllabic 
 

*jȁgōd ‘strawberries’ 
*lopȃt/lȍpāt ‘shovels’65 

*živõt ‘lives’66 *iz ̮vodə� ‘from the waters’ 
*sramotə� ‘shame’ 

 
64 Adduced are nouns that exhibit an originally short root (in a. p. b and c) in order to indicate clearly 
the effect of root lengthening in their genitive plurals. 
65 Cf. Kapović 2015: 349–354 (and now also Kapović 2020) for the retraction of the neo-circumflex 
in Štokavian and Čakavian South. 
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Modern Slovene almost preserves this distribution, except for the fact that both 
-v and -á appear side by side (as alternative variants) in a. p. C (which merged 
with a. p. B by a different process).66 
The situation in a. p. A and B is fairly simple. In a. p. A, the ending *-ъ length-
ened any originally short root vowels (a shortened old acute *  ̋ became a neo-
circumflex *  )67 and was later lost. In a. p. B, *-ъ�lengthened any originally short 
root vowels (a short neo-acute *` became a long neo-acute *˜) and was later lost. 
Thus, both a. p. A and B originally had the ending *-v only. 
The situation is more complex in a. p. C. In disyllabic forms (such as *vodъ , for 
instance), *-ъ must have first lengthened any originally short root vowels (*vōdъ), 
parallel to the lengthening in a. p. A and B (where the final *-ъ was unaccented). 
Later on and at the time of the process of disyllabic shortening, the ending was 
shortened (*vōdъ)̋,68 following which the accent was retracted to the lengthened 
root (*võdъ), leading to the final apocope of *ъ. The lengthening of the origi-
nally short root vowels (*vodъ  > *vōdъ) must have occurred prior to the disyl-
labic shortening (*vōdъ� > *vōdъ̋) but before the general shortening of all pre-
tonic lengths in front of long prosodemes (including *˜).  
If, on the other hand, the lengthening of the originally short root vowels occurred at 
the time of the loss of final yers (i.e., if the lengthening was caused by the loss of 
long final yers and not by their presence itself before the loss), i.e. if *vodъ > *võd, 
this would be difficult to explain in the context of disyllabic shortening/trisyllabic 
preservation of length (e.g., neuter nompl *drva ̋ ‘wood’ but *nebesã ‘heaven’) 
because genpl *vodъ�and *sormotъ would both preserve the long ending, in other 
words, they would not experience the development to genpl *vodъ̋ with shortening 
(the shortened *-ъ̋ in *vodъ̋ would not lengthen the root) and *sormotъ�with pre-
servation of length (parallel to the o-stem instrpl *bogy̋ ‘gods’ < *bogỹ with short-
ening and *govorỹ with preserved length). Thus the development of long yers 
would have to differ from that of other long vowels. Likewise, in this case it is 
not clear how *vodъ would lead to Western South Slavic *võd, while *sormotъ 
would lead to *sramotə (if one wants to suppose that, of course, for which see 
above) – if *-ъ was to remain long in all conditions, the difference between *võd 
and *sramotə would not at all be understandable from that perspective.  

 
66 Old trisyllabic a. p. b ā-stem nouns (with a short final root vowel) were rare (e.g., *-ьca derivatives 
with a recessive root). 
67 Originally *lopâtъ and *lòpatъ (with retraction) – in the table they are written using later (and 
modern) prosodemes. 
68 The symbol *  ̋ (otherwise used for the Common Slavic old acute) is used here provisorily for the 
(shortened) old acute, which merged with the old long “neo-acute” (= Balto-Slavic dominant circum-
flex in the terminology of the Moscow Accentological School) in disyllables. Old *  ̋ and *˜ merged 
to a (shortened) *  ̋ in final open syllables of disyllabic forms, while merging to a (long) neo-acute 
*˜ in final open syllables of tri- and polysyllabic forms (see Kapović 2015: 530f.). 
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If final accented long yers were preserved in disyllabic forms as well, the result 
would originally have been **vŏdə with a shortened root. If so, both modern 
vódā and sramótā, with lengthening, would be secondary and much more diffi-
cult to explain – the lengthening of the originally short root vowels in a. p. C 
would have to be analogical to a. p. B (modern žénā), which is not as convincing 
a scenario. Also, as mentioned, the original disyllabic reflex *vŏdə would go 
against the general rule that obtains in Slavic open final syllables, which is that 
length is shortened in disyllabic and preserved in trisyllabic forms. 
The proposed development *vodъ�> *vōdъ (lengthening in the root due to the 
influence of the long ending) > *vōdъ ̋ (disyllabic shortening of the ending) > 
*võd(ъ) (retraction to the long root) thus looks more promising and much more 
likely to be accurate. The lengthened root in *vōd- remained long because the 
original final *˜ was shortened – as already said, the originally long ending *-ъ� 
in disyllabic forms must have been shortened after the lengthening of the origi-
nally short root (*vodъ > *vōdъ) but prior to the general shortening of lengths 
before a *˜ (that is before all long stressed vowels).69 
In trisyllabic forms, the final long yer is preserved when accented (*sormotъ > 
*sramotə). Considering that originally short root vowels were lengthened in di-
syllabic forms like *vōdъ (> *vōdъ > *võdъ), it is logical to presume that they 
were originally lengthened in trisyllabic forms like *sramōtъ�as well. However, 
since the ending was preserved as *-ə in trisyllables, the lengthened root would 
later surely be shortened again due to the shortening of all long syllables before 
long stressed vowels (the long neo-acute and the neo-circumflex). Later still, the 
root vowel would be lengthened again by analogy and the result is modern Neo-
Štok genpl sramótā. The whole process then appears rather complex and can be 
sketched like this (> will be used to notate phonetic and → to signal analogical 
processes): *sormotъ > *sormōtъ > *sramōtə > *sramotə → *sramōtə (> 
sramōtã > sramótā). The analogical lengthening in the trisyllabic *sramotə → 
*sramōtə (a. p. C) would be due to analogy with the original *võd (a. p. C), 
where the lengthening was preserved in forms with the zero ending, while the 
new ending in disyllabic *vōdə (> vōdã > vódā) would arise by analogy with the 
trisyllabic *iz v̮ōdə, *sramōtə. The contemporary forms such as vódā and 
sramótā then obviously combine the lengthened root of the original disyllabic 
*võd and the ending of the original trisyllabic *sramōtə. 
Considering the later reflexes such as genpl metálā (dialectal metãl) ‘brooms’ (a. 
p. C) with a lengthened and vocalized second syllable, a special case has to be 
made for trisyllabic a. p. c words with a medial yer such as *metъla ‘broom’. 
The regular phonetic development in such cases will have been genpl *metəl 

 
69 For this general shortening process see Kapović 2015: 498–501. 
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‘brooms’70 < *metъlъ , just as in disyllabic *võd < *vodъ. Thus, trisyllabic forms 
like *metъla would actually be treated like disyllabic *voda, i.e. the medial yer 
would not count as a full syllable and forms like *metъla or *jьgъla ‘needle’ 
would, for all intents and purposes, actually not be trisyllabic when it comes to 
the processes in the genitive plural. A parallel for that kind of treatment would 
be the behavior of pretonic and posttonic length, given that *gūmьno ‘threshing 
floor’ behaves like *vīno ‘wine’71 and *òtьčūxъ ‘step-father’ behaves like *kȍrākъ 
‘step’72 when it comes to the question of the preservation of length (cf. Štok 
gúmno, víno and ȍčūh, kȍrāk). Later, genpl *metəl would become *metələ by 
analogy with *sramōtə73 just like *võd became *vōdə by the same kind of ana-
logical restructuring. 
An argument against the theory we have raised here, defending the archaicity of 
the Neo-Štok and Sln -ā, would be that both endings are supposedly attested 
rather late – Štok -ā appears from the 14th century onwards and Sln -ā is not 
attested before the 16th century.74 A relatively late date of attestation, however, 
certainly does not imply that these endings are a secondary creation, going back 
to the centuries during which they are first attested in writing – especially be-
cause the alternative interpretations of -ā that would want to see it as an innova-
tion are hardly convincing.75 It is important to bear in mind that early data on 
the shape of the genitive plural is generally very scanty, to such a degree that 
Svane (1958: 80) seriously doubted that it was possible to find any kind of ex-
planation for the -ā ending at all.76 What one also has to bear in mind is that one 
is not in fact looking for, say, -ā in Štokavian in all of the relevant forms from 
the beginning. If we are dealing with what was originally a rather complex distri-
bution of the different genpl endings, *-v and *-ə (*krȃv – *žẽn – *sramotə), that 
is to say if the ending *-ə was found originally only in the minority of the forms 

 
70 Standard Slovene genpl ovcá ‘sheep’ is innovative (cf. the older genpl ovác). 
71 Cf. Kapović 2015: 421–423. 
72 Cf. Kapović 2015: 513f. 
73 Štokavian zemáļā ‘countries’ with a secondary medial vowel (cf. the original *zemlja without medial 
yers) is analogical to the metálā, ovácā type. Slovene genpl zemljá has the expected reflex (disre-
garding the number of syllables). 
74 As far as the Slovene genpl -a is concerned, see Oblak 1890: 439 and later in Kortlandt 1978: 286 
for just such an objection (both still using the 17th century as the presumed time of first attestations, 
however). 
75 See Kapović 2019: 94‒97 for a critique of Kortlandt’s (Oblak’s and Johnson’s) and Stankiewicz’s 
theory on the origin of genpl -ā. 
76 This is indeed the impression one gets from the early genitive plurals (up to 17th century) from 
Daničić 1874: 67–84. The data, however, comes from different systems (not only Štokavian but also 
Čakavian) and fails to point to any kind of distribution of -a vs. the -v ending. It is indeed doubtful 
that even a careful analysis would lead us anywhere. Stankiewicz (1978: 673) also expresses doubt 
in a “purely inductive approach” in this regard (and in general). 
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and only in some (Štokavian and Slovene) dialects, would it then indeed be so 
surprising that the variant ending -ā is attested from the 14th/16th centuries only? 
It seems that -ā as an ending is attested at a time when it had already started to 
spread internally and through language contact between different dialects.  
A pertinent question springs to mind at this point. If the ending in question was 
indeed still a long schwa (*-ə), how would one encode it graphically? Now, as 
already intimated in section 3, the ending was indeed written as -ьь in Old Serbian 
Cyrillic texts dating to the 14th century, though expecting that one would generally 
use something other than simple -ъ/-ь in most other Glagolitic and Cyrillic texts 
is probably unwarranted.77 First of all, -ъ/-ь were written even when nothing was 
pronounced at the end and indeed many genitive plural forms already had -v back 
then. Traditionally and from Old Church Slavic onwards the genitive plural end-
ing is written as -ъ/-ь and at least in part these must have been pronounced as 
long and accented. One has to bear in mind that Glagolitic and Cyrillic scripts 
did not systematically distinguish vowel length, so that if other vowels were 
written disregarding the quantitative oppositions, why would that be any different 
in the case of yers? The writing of *-ə was probably even more problematic in 
the Latin script, in which there was nothing to resort to in an attempt to write 
any kind of schwa. Moreover, many early Croatian texts are in fact Čakavian, 
where *-ə�would not be expected anyway. Thus it seems that although these 
questions have to be taken into serious consideration, they do not pose an in-
solvable problem for our hypothesis (especially as far as Štok -ā is concerned). 
One could even go so far as to argue that that the precise developments and the 
exact details which we have laid out above are not so important. What is impor-
tant, however, is to realize that the theory that the genpl lengthening was caused 
by a final long *-ə and that Štok/Sln genpl -ā is the direct reflex of its accented 
variant78 is the simplest solution and one that elegantly accounts for the data. In 
this regard, the exact nature of the lengthening and the early reflexes (e.g., 
whether *-ə͂ appeared only in trisyllables and so on) are of minor importance. 
 
5  The ending of i-stems 
The evidence for the old genpl in *-ъ in o- and ā-stems raises the question about 
the shape of the genitive plural ending in other declensions in Western South 
Slavic. Does a long genpl in *-ъ appear outside of o- and ā-stems as well? The only 
other relevant declensional pattern here are i-stems, however, given that apart 
from o- and ā-stems this is the only declension that still survives in Slavic today.  

 
77 E.g. Cyrillic forms written with -ь (as in Daničić 1874: 67) could have easily had a long schwa. 
78 As indicated by the fact that the remnant ending -v in most Štokavian dialects (except those Posavina 
dialects that have -v only) appears almost exclusively in a. p. A (and B) and by the fact that Standard 
Sln -á appears only in the synchronic a. p. C. 
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The original genpl ending was *-ьjь < PIE *-ej-om (with the regular reflex *-ejV- > 
-ьjV- in Slavic). Early on, the sequence *-ьjь yielded *-ijь via the usual lengthen-
ing of *ь > *i in front of *j. In Old Church Slavic texts we get both H-ьiI [-ьjь], 
which is the older shape of this ending, and its younger developmental stage H-iiI 
[-ijь]. South and Western Slavic languages reflect the younger variant *-ijь which 
contracted to *-ī everywhere (Neo-Štok kòstī ‘of bones’, Old Štok/Čak/Kajk 
kostĩ, Sln kostí, Czech/Slovak kostí, Polish kości),79 while East Slavic reflects 
the old unlengthened and uncontracted *-ьjь (Russian kostéj, Belarusian kascéj). 
What was the quantity of the final *-ь in the i-stem genitive plural *-ьjь? Was it 
a short *-ь, which is what one would expect from a starting point such as PIE 
*-ej-om (as said in the beginning, *-om is often taken to be the regular ending, 
while *-ōm would then be a later product of contractions in o- and eh2-stems), 
or was it a long *-ъ as in o- and ā-stems (cf. *mǫžъ ‘of men’, *dušь ‘of souls’ 
in the so-called “soft” stems), matching Lith (genpl -iu)?  
If one starts from the original short *-ьjь > *-ijь > *-ĩjь > *-ĩ, the development 
is straightforward and entirely unproblematic. If, on the other hand, *-ьjь�(as in 
Lith -iu) is taken as the staring point, the situation is less clear. Since all i-stems 
would be at least trisyllabic, cf. *kostьjь > *kostijь ‘of bones’, one would prob-
ably expect *-ьjь to first yield forms like *kost(i)jə in Slovene and Štokavian, 
both preserving the final long yer. But the fact is that we do not find anything 
other than the straightforward reflexes of *-ĩ anywhere in Western South Slavic – 
there is no genpl ending **-(i)jã vel sim. This would seem to point to an originally 
short *-ьjь, to be derived from PIE *-ej-om with a short *-om. Things are not so 
simple, however. Although both *kostьjь and *kostijь are indeed formally tri-
syllabic, it is only the younger of the two, that is *kostijь, that can be taken as a 
real trisyllabic form, given that yers do not really count as full syllables in Slavic – 
consider in this respect the already mentioned cases of *gumьno and *òtьčuxъ 
(see above) or *gȏldьnъ ‘hungry’, both counting as “disyllabic” (cf. the original 
length in Štok glȃdan with the reflex of the length as in the properly disyllabic 
gensg glȃdi ‘hunger’) but *mȏldostь ‘youth’, which counts as a trisyllable (cf. the 
shortening in Štok mlȁdōst, just like in the “fully” trisyllabic80 gensg mlȁdosti).81 
It then all depends on whether the proto-form was the “disyllabic” *kostьjь or 
already a properly trisyllabic *kostijь at the time of the loss (or preservation in 
case of accented long yers in trisyllables) of final (long) yers. If the final *-ь was 
short, it is irrelevant whether the proto-form was *kostьjь or *kostijь at any spe-
cific time in the development of the genitive plural. If, however, the final *-ь 
was originally long (as in Lithuanian), one could theoretize that since *kostьjь 

 
79 The length of the ending is preserved everywhere because it is the result of contraction. 
80 With all non-yer vowels. 
81 For the details see Kapović 2011 and Kapović 2015: 238–251. 
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would have behaved as a disyllable (just like *metъlъ above), the subsequent 
development to -ĩ (and not something like **-ijã) has in fact nothing to do with 
the supposed original short *-ь in *-ьjь but with the fact that forms like *kostьjь 
behaved as disyllabic and not as properly trisyllabic forms. If one started from 
*kostьjь, though, the resulting form would be *kostəj, since it would behave just 
like *metъlъ in ā-stems, which yields *metəl (see above). This would have pro-
duced something like **kostãj in the contemporary dialects, which is not at-
tested and could by no means result in kostĩ, thus precluding such a scenario. 
Given the fact that we find *-ĩ everywhere in Slavia except for the East, the 
change of *-ьjь > *-ijь must have obviously been early. Moreover, the lengthening 
of *ь to *i before *j must have occurred while *ь was phonetically still some-
thing like [ɨ] in order for it to have been lengthened to [i] again. Later, when [ɨ] 
became [ə] (which is its oldest reflex in Western South Slavic), this schwa could 
not have been lengthened to [i], which is just another strong argument in favour 
of an early change of *-ьjь to *-ijь. The process was still facultative in Old 
Church Slavic, but that is actually not a counterargument, given that in OCS 
even short final yers were still stable. Forms like *kostijь, then, indeed seem to 
have been trisyllabic, but since the final *-ь was obviously short, that structural 
fact was not important in the further development of the sequence, so that the 
attested kostĩ must simply be due to a retraction from the original short final *-ь. 
As for the u-stems, they disappeared rather early on in Slavic but left a signify-
cant imprint on the o-stem endings. Thus, in Western South Slavic we find -õv 
in Old Štokavian, Čakavian, Kajkavian (Standard Sln -óv), while in Štokavian 
one gets -óvā (< -ōvã). Now, if we start from an original *-ovъ, we would expect 
to get an original *sinovə from a trisyllabic *synovъ. While Štok dialectal sinōvã > 
older standard sinóvā could theoretically be the direct reflex of that, this is hardly 
a reliable piece of evidence in deciding on the original quantity of the final yer 
in *-ovъ because the original *-õv from *-ovъ  with a short ending (with regular, 
retraction-induced lengthening due to the resonant *v, thus *-ovъ > *-õv)82 could 
have easily been crossed with the *-ə from o-stem trisyllables (thus *-õv + *-ə > 
*-ōvə). Sln -óv does seem to point to *-ovъ, but even here one could theoretically 
see it as being secondarily influenced by the unaccented *-ov in a. p. A/B (e.g. 
rȃkov ‘of crabs’) and forms such as the originally disyllabic genpl móž ‘of men’ 
(a. p. C). Since Slovene does not attest to the ending -á in o-stems at all, it is 
only natural that -óv fails to show such a variant as well. In any case, one should 
probably start from a short genpl *-ew-om in PIE, from which *-ovъ and not 
*-ovъ would be expected in Slavic, although the latter variant could have been 

 
82 According to my approach, the retraction of stress from the final short *-ъ, pace Kortlandt (1975: 
15 and elsewhere), causes lengthening only in the case of resonants (or at least *m and *v) preceding 
a final short *-ъ (see Kapović 2019: 92f.). 
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created rather early on by analogy with the o-stem genpl *-ъ (thus *-ovъ by ana-
logy to *-ъ). Be that as it may, the u-stem genpl endings as they are attested can-
not be a reliable source for any kind of attempts to establish the original quantity 
of the final yer in *-ovъ, because its reflexes can be explained, as we have seen, 
in more than one way.  
 
6  The pronominal genitive plural *-som in Western South Slavic 
While the nominal genitive plural ending in PIE was *-om, the pronominal de-
clension had a different, though a superficially similar ending *-som. Again, one 
finds apparent reflexes of both short *-som (Latin -rum) and long *-sōm (Old 
Indic -sām, Old Nordic -ra) in the individual IE languages, paralleling the re-
flexes of the nominal *-om. In Slavic, this ending yields -sъ (as in OCS nasъ ‘of 
us’) or -xъ by the RUKI rule (as in OCS těxъ ‘of these’). Structurally and theo-
retically, one would expect the original short *-som here, with *-sōm being in-
fluenced by the nominal *-ōm, which was the contractual post-PIE nominal end-
ing of o- and eh2- nominal stems. Again it would then be interesting to look at 
the accentual circumstances in the case of the pronominal *-sъ ~ *-xъ in Western 
South Slavic to see whether the ending was originally short or long. 
As before, there are two ways in which we can check whether the final *-ъ in 
pronominal *-sъ and *-xъ was short or long. If it was short, one would not expect 
the lengthening of the original short root vowel to have occurred and the yers 
themselves should be lost. If it was long, the yer would cause the lengthening of 
the preceding short root vowel and would then “vocalize” when accented in a 
trisyllable. Now, it is clear that there are no traces of *-ə > -ã in pronominal 
forms – cf. Neo-Štok genpl nȃs ‘us’, older/dialectal òvijēh ‘these’ etc., all with a 
final -v.83 However, when it comes to the lengthening of the preceding short root 
vowel, the situation gets a bit more complicated.  
The vowel before the pronominal genpl *-sъ and *-xъ is always long and the 
only possible lengthening process involved here can be the one turning the old 
acute (*  ̋) into neo-circumflex (*  ) as in the ā-stem genpl *kőrvъ > *kôrvъ 
‘cows’. The only forms which are relevant in this regard are nasъ ‘of us’ and 
vasъ ‘of you’. Southern Štokavian (e.g. Dubrovnik, Montenegro Old Štokavian), 
North Čakavian and Standard Slovene84 all have nȁs, vȁs, which would point to 
the old genpl *na ̋sъ, *vas̋ъ with the expected shortness of *-sъ (from PIE *nōs, 
*wōs plus *-som). However, these are not completely reliable for the reconstruc-

 
83 Dialectal Štokavian ńȉhā ‘of them’ (instead of ńȋh, as in the standard), appearing in Bosnia, seems 
not to be old. The final -ā must be a late particle, similar to the -ā in more widespread forms like 
gensg tȍgā ‘this’ or òvogā ‘this’ (*togo  > tòga > *tȍg > tȍgā – the length in tȏg is due to analogy 
with òvōg, where it is clearly analogical to adjectival forms in -ōga < *-ajego). 
84 For all details concerning the individual dialects see Kapović 2017c: 327f. 
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tion, since it is possible that they actually reflect the old locpl *na ̋sъ, *vas̋ъ (from 
PIE *nōs, *wōs plus *-su85). In Kajkavian, we find both nȁs, vȁs and nȃs, vȃs in 
the genitive plural.86 There, nȁs and vȁs could again be from the old genpl *na ̋sъ, 
*vas̋ъ with the expected short *-sъ or by analogy to the locative plural, while 
nȃs and vȃs could be owed to an analogy with ā-stems or be seen as the reflex 
of an early analogical variant *na ̋sъ, *va ̋sъ.  
Though multiple interpretations are theoretically possible, the widespread forms 
nȁs and vȁs would point to original shortness of the ending (*-sъ), especially 
when considering that there are no traces of the so-called “vocalized” *-ã in 
Slovene or Štokavian. 
 
7  Conclusion 
What we can conclude from our discussion is the following. Reconstructing the 
long genitive plural ending *-ъ in o- and ā-stems (derived from post-PIE *-ōm < 
PIE *-o-om and *-eh2-om) solves a number of otherwise rather recalcitrant prob-
lems in Slavic (mostly Western South Slavic). An originally long *-ъ explains 
both the lengthening of originally short root vowels in the genitive plural of o- 
and ā-stems in all accentual paradigms (cf. Štok žȃbā ‘frogs’ – kózā ‘goats’ – 
vódā ‘waters’), as well as the otherwise aberrant Štok o- and ā-stem genitive 
plural ending -ā and the variant Slovene ā-stem genitive plural in -á. A recon-
struction implying a long *-ъ can perhaps seem problematic at first sight, espe-
cially since yers are otherwise always short, but such phenomena do occur in 
languages, while it is to be noted again that the reconstruction of *-ъ is not apri-
oristic and theoretical but rather demanded by the actual reflexes in the different 
Slavic languages. What is particularly interesting from an Indo-Europeanist point 
of view, then, is that (Western South) Slavic seems to be the only language group 
that preserves the opposition between contractional *-ōm (e.g. Štok genpl zúbā 
‘teeth’ < PIE *gjombhōm87) in thematic stems and *-om (incl. the pronominal *-som) 
in other declensions/stems (e.g. Štok cŕvī ‘worms’ < PIE *kwr mejŏm), which is 
otherwise assumed solely on structural and theoretical grounds. 
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